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'Songs for Julia'--World Premiere
by Joan Lynott
Dr. Leroy Ostransky has been
composing musical scenarios for
years and more than 100 in all
have been published. But when
"Songs For Julia" makes its
world premiere October 3 in
Tacoma with the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra, he may
have reached his finest musical
hour.
The event, set for 8:30 p.m.
in the Temple Theatre, has
particular significance for the
University of Puget Sound: Dr.
Ostransky, who has been
affiliated with the university for
26 years as a professor aid
composer-in-residence, has
combined talents with nationally
noted soloist Roald Reitan,an

Anatomy of Jazz and two other
books. "Each of the nine poems,
set to music, reflects a different
mood as man meets woman,
man courts woman, man loses
woman.
"Songs for Julia" is basically
a romantic work," he added. "I
have attempted to convey a
good deal of my intention as a
composer so it can be got in a
single hearing.
"While it is difficult to
portray a love story of this kind
when the media is purely
instrumental, fortunately
Herrick's words say what must
be said."
What Ostransky's new piece
reflects, then, is a coming
together of romanticism and
modernity—a return to the

Cheryl Doten

Dr. LeRoy Ostransky and Roald Reitan
UPS alumnus for whom the
composition was written.
"I remember hearing Roald in
a Tacoma concert years ago,"
said Ostransky. "He asked me
then to write something for him,
and I've had it in the back of my
mind ever since."
Commissioned by the
Tacoma Philharmonic Society,
Ostransky wrote the song cycle
for baritone and symphony
orchestra while touring Europe
last year with a group of UPS
students participating in a study
abroad program. The
composition centers on nine
poems by renowned 17th
century poet Robert Herrick
written to his beloved mistress,
Julia.
"The poetry—and hence, my
music—deal with a universal
theme," explained Ostransky,
who also is the author of The

romantic in the modern age.
Herrick's poems, which begin
with lines so familiar to many,
capture special significance when
put to music:
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye
may,
Old Time is still a-flying: And
this same flower that smiles
to-day
To-morrow will be
dying ... "
And soloist Reitan does the
musical score supreme justice. A
UPS graduate who also studied
at Columbia University, he first
gained prominence with the San
Francisco Opera and later went
on to solo with New York's
Metropolitan Opera and the
Deutsche Oper in West Berlin.
Since his return to this area,
Reitan has remained active in

Romans, poets, countrymen...
lend us your manuscripts!
The editors of the TRAIL are currently looking for
manuscripts to be published in a literary supplement as yet
untitled, but scheduled for December or January.
Specifically, we are looking for poetry, plays, short stories,
artwork (reproduceable in black and white only), and essays on
subjects from A to Z. Poetry will have to be good, non-didactic
work at least two steps above verse. Plays should be one-acts, as
space is limited. The same applies to short stories.
Essays may be humorous, of human interest, or scholarly.
The emphasis for a literary supplement is, of course, on literature,
but literature is not limited to the humanities. Scientists and
sociologists—your works are welcomed!
For the time being, contact Alan Smith (3278 or 4438) or
Mark Sanders (c/o English Department) for more information.

the music world through
appearances in concert for the
Portland and Seattle Opera
Associations.
"This is the first serious song
cycle written for voice and
orchestra in years," he said. "It's
an ingenious combination of
highly romantic poetry
combined with a blend of
romantic and contemporary
music."
"I've attempted to capture
Roald's 'musical spirit' in this
piece," Ostransky added. "The
Tacoma Philharmonic Society
commissioned the work, so in
one sense it's written for them.
But since corporations don't
have souls, 'Songs For Julia' is
really Roald Reitan's."
Milton Katims, music director
and conductor of the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra who will
open the 1 97 3-74 Tacoma
concert series with "Songs For
Julia," appears equally
enthusiastic over Ostransky's
latest composition:
"In this cycle, Ostransky has
turned the mirror of his
considerable musical
understanding on the poetic
genius of Robert Herrick. The
result is a sensitive musical
reflection of the varying mood
of Herrick's inspired words,
achieved with imaginative
thematic ideas in diverse
erchestral colors."
Whether or not it is true that
artists are born and not made,
Leroy Ostransky has reached
that point of musical
understanding and ability which,
in "Song For Julia," captures a
real sense of the aesthetic.
"The first time I heard a
Tschaikovsky symphony, I
wanted to write one,"
corn poser-author-teacher
Ostransky insisted. "Composers
over the world strive to make
music that moves an audience. I
like to think I've compelled my
listeners to deal intimately with
beauty in this work."

with Dann Tillinghast

Yes, Virginia...
No, Virginia
Relax.
This is one reporter who is not about to begin a column with:
"Yes, Virginia, there is a Slippery Rock." For two reasons.
First of all, the wife of this reporter happens to be named
Virginia. And she has informed me that about 21 years of "Yes,
Virginia this" and "Yes, Virginia that," she is not about to read "Yes,
Virginia, there is a Slippery Rock" in anything written by her
husband.
This scribe considers himself a reasonable man. His wife has a
valid argument. And, he prefers a happy home life. So that is one
good reason for finding a new lead.
Secondly, anyone who has lived within a reasonable reach of
the Tacoma media in the last few months and who can see, hear,
breathe, touch, or smell knows there is a Slippery Rock. I rest my
case.
But, just in case you have been living under a rock—er,
stone—or you have just arrived at UPS from far away places, I will tell
you a little bit about the Slippery Rock Rockets better known as the
"BIG GREEN MACHINE —
Slippery Rock State College (enrollment 6,000— is named
after the little town of (you guessed it) Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania.
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania (population 2,292) is named after
peaceful little (right again) Slippery Rock Creek.
Legend (and Slippery Rock press releases) say that the creek
was named by a grateful settler who was able to escape from a
pursuing Indian when the Indian slipped on a rock in the creek. (I
wonder what the Indians call Slippery Rock Creek?)
The game was originated by Dick Kinkle, who (if I may be
permitted to editorialize) is an excellent reporter for the Tacoma
News Tribune. It is one of the few coast-to-coast games ever played
between small college teams.
The Rockets or the "Big Green," whichever you prefer, are
coached by Bob Di Spirito, who is beginning his seventh season at
Slippery Rock. During the last two years, they have rolled up a 15-4-1
record. In 1972, the Rockets were 8-1-1, good enough for the
Pennsylvania Athletic Conference title.
Di Spirito has 26 lettermen returning for the 1973 season.
Only seven of these however are regulars. The offense is run by 6'1",
190-pound quarterback, George Mihalik. Stan Stanchek, 6'3",
225-pounds, anchors an offensive line which averages 6'2" and 230
pounds. That offense has rolled up an average of 25.5 points
per game over the last two years.
Curt Kral, a 6'2", 210-pound defensive end, and Terry
Factor, a 6', 200-pound linebacker, lead the defense. The Rocket
defense likes to be called the "Rock of Gibralter." With good reason.
In the last 29 games, only nine opponents have been able to score
more than one touchdown against them.
Lest anyone still doubt the ability of the Rockets after
reading this article, perhaps they would like to ponder the final score
of Slippery Rock's opening game: Slippery Rock 27, Mansfield State
0.

President Phibbs unveils plans
for new committee on priorities
University President Philip
Phibbs unveiled his plans for the
presidential committee on
priorities before the Faculty
Senate Monday, Sept. 17.
This committee will be the
first in the history of the
university to deal with the
relative importance of the
pending needs of the institution,
while developing a tenable plan
for the future.
The committee, Phibbs said
he felt, appeared a necessity
after the Board of Trustees
could not give him a listing of
the university's priorities at its
May 1973 meeting. It will be
charged with proposing a
definition of the university.
This definition would include
recommendations on the growth
of the university, both in terms
of student enrollment and
curriculum. The committee
would propose additions to the
curriculum such as new schools
and programs. And it could also
propose termination of some
programs not fitting within its
definition.
The committee would then
face the job of defining
"immediate and long-term
needs" and their relative order

of importance, Phibbs said.
Needs could range from
setting up new schools to
increasing the endowment and
constructing new buildings.
Then, with the information
about what is to be done,
fund-raisers and donors would
have some idea of what their
money and work are going for.
With the task of numbering
the priorities done, the
committee would make
recommendations to the
president on budgetary matters.
How much money should be
spent and where?
Phibbs' expectation is that
the committee will run for one
to two years on an ad hoc basis,
until it completes its primary
tasks. After seeing how it goes,
Phibbs expects it might turn into
a permanent committee_
Three students will serve on
the committee. Phibbs hopes
that one of these will be the
president of the Associated
Student Body. A second would
be a graduate student which
Phibbs and the ASB president
would appoint. The third
student would hopefully be a
sophomore or junior, because
the initial committee is expected

to run more than one year. That
individual would be nominated
by the Student Senate.
Six professors will represent
the faculty. They will be
appointed by the Executive
Committee of the Faculty
Senate, following the usual
procedure for faculty
appointments to committees.
The administration will be
represented by Dean of the
University Tom Davis, Vice
President and Bursar Lloyd
Stuckey, and Vice President of
the University Richard Dale
Smith.
A new representative group
which has been seeking more
influence is the mid-management
and secretarial staff. There will
be one representative from their
ranks appointed to the priorities
committee by the president.
The 13 voting members will
be supplemented by the
president of the university as an
ex officio member available for
advice and consultation.
The committee will report
directly to the president, who,
feeling free to accept, modify, or
trash the reports, will report to
the Faculty Senate, full faculty,
and the Board of Trustees.

Sprinklers feed
UPS swamps;
students vanish
The problem of muck at the University of Puget
Sound sometimes extends beyond the editorial pages of
the TRAIL.
Take the campus grounds, for example. Students
for the past two weeks have been fighting ankle-deep
mud and swamp-water where the lawn used to be.
What's a person to do?
One music student recently remarked that the
highest portion of the School of Music's first year
attrition rate is due to so many naive and inexperienced
freshmen wandering across the Music Quad Swamp
unattended. Bu/ the students have no idea where in the
hierarchy of this bureaucratic institution, they can
clamor for a solution.
Realizing from my Intro. Psych course that the
prospect of an unattainable solution to a grave problem
leads to despondancy, I have decided in my editorial and
muckraking (possibly yellow journalizing) debut, I will
figuratively rake the mud and provide the identity of the
sources of this, The Great Water Problem.
First, a little background to the problem. From
computations based on the university's water bill and
the Tacoma Public Utilities District rates, I have found
that during an average month of the dry season
(whenever that is), UPS uses at least 222.2 units of water
on just the one island on Union Avenue north of 11th
street. This figure. translates into 166,205.6 gallons or
2,659,289.6 8-oz. glasses of water. This many glasses laid
end-to-end would stretch from here to Portland.
In my tenure here I have noticed some very
powerful and nearly ubiquitous forces on campus, two
of which are the group for athletics and the group for
building.
Over the past years, the athletic group hasn't had
much to complain about. We have had very strong teams
in every major sport but track, which the group has
lately been trying to beef up.
Point two: whenever the sprinklers on the
irrigation pipes are on it is nearly imperative that one
take a running start and while the sprinkler is spraying
perpendicular to the intended path of said person, he
must hurdle it. The obvious conclusion is that the
athletic group is trying in a very covert and devious way
to produce a school of high-class hurdlers. (Incidentally,
another item pointing to the covert operations of the
athletic group is the new parking system which many
students claim is forcing much more walking).
Now to take the second group, the building
group: after the future building plans were announced
last year, there was a great uproar among arborophiles
over the apparent disregard the plans showed for the
well-being4 tla.e.twes. Not XL be daunted by this petty
protest, the building group is intending to float the trees
away by having the Plant Department overwater some
areas of campus. Mark my words, someday soon, those
trees you see in President Phibbs' backyard will be
floating on down to the Weyerhauser warehouse.
So now that you concerned students know the
facts of the problem , you can get on with the solution
and restore hope to the university. But remember: be
ever wary of those dark mysterious forces lurking in
the shadows of the university that can rise from the
murky, mucky, muddy depths and pull freshmen, or
others, for that matter, under.

Ron Cunningham

A Column's Inch
by Alan Smith
The parking situation at UPS has become so
obnoxious that, next to the weather and Slippery Rock,
it's the most talked about item on campus. But like the
weather and Slippery Rock, no one seems to know what
to do about it.
Perhaps we should look to the example of
President Phibbs: when it came time for zoning the
parking areas, he insisted on giving up his only begotten
parking space so that someone else could use it.
Spacey!

TWO

by Randy Foster
ASUPS President
Today is the last day to file for ASUPS fall
elections. There are five senate and two University
Council positions open.
The Senate of the ASUPS is charged with
administering some $90,000 of student funds and with
establishing the basic policies for student government.
During the last year, the senate has been involved with:
the Student Code, faculty re-appointments, add-drop

Council may atrophy
After last spring's confusion over primary policy,
it has come as no surprise that University Council
members should feel their regular monthly meetings are
no longer absolutely necessary.
The council was established in 1969, and charged
with reviewing the primary policies for the university,
subject to the Board of Trustees. But in that amorphous
context, it became difficult to determine who was
encroaching upon whom.
Indeed, it is doubtful if "primary policy" has ever
been defined. As late as last spring, the differences of
opinion on primary policy were reported to be
irreconcilable by Trusttee Lowry Wyatt, chairman of a
joint committee.
One solution proposed at that time was tomoreor
less dissolve the council in favor of more student and
faculty participation at the trustee level. Chairman of
the Board Norton Clapp was amenable to those
suggestions.
Now the council has agreed to meet only on call,
and not on a regular basis. A trustee committee is
currently considering the possibility of expanding Board
of Trustee membership to include faculty and students.
And President Phibbs seems to think the council's
usefulness will atrophy if his new Presidential
Committee on Priorities takes hold.
For the most part, the priorities committeee will
be shouldering most of the council's old responsibilities.
It will define the "appropriate nature of the university."
It will define growth policies and it will assign
development priorities.
Perhaps the University Council—a major
innovation in 1969—has finally outlived its purpose. It is
time for a new thrust.

Alan Smith
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period, calendar changes, entertainment, etc.
But as of Tuesday of this week, only four persons
had signed up.
I think it is about time for those students who
have held back from signing up for the senate, to take
the initiative. We need a representative Student Senate
and it can only be effective as a governing body if a
broad section of the campus shows interest.
The Student Senate makes decisions for you, and
I hope you will be involved in deciding who makes up
the senate.
Besides the five senate positions, the two
University Council positions need to be filled. These two
persons would also be members of the Student Senate.
The council is charged with reviewing and
formulating the primary policy for the university, which
affords a great opportunity for students to affect the
future of this school.
Also, there are committee sign-ups in the SUB
which will be taken down today. I hope you will take
some time to review the openings available and sign up
for anything that might interest you.
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Dr. Norm Anderson

Council abandons regular meetings
as Phibbs reviews school structure
On the basis of a report from
the Board of Trustees ad hoc
committee on University
Council—Trustee relations, the
council unanimously chose to
hold meetings only at the
discretion of the chairman of the
council or the university
president; and disbanded their
regular monthly meetings.
The council meeting last
Wednesday received the report
from ad hoc committee
chairman Lowry Wyatt, who
reported that his committee had
met at length with new
University President „Philip
Phibbs before reporting to the
council.
The Board of Trustees had
established the committee to
look into the role of the
University Council, with the
possibility of expanding Board
of Trustee membership to
include faculty and students.
Wyatt stated President Phibbs
had recommended the existing
structure be maintained until he
had more time to evaluate it.
Phibbs felt that with better
procedures, the present system

could be made more open and
responsive to the university
community as a whole.
In his report, Wyatt said the
university was currently in a
period of "monitoring and
observing" the present
governance structure.
At the conclusion of the
report, council faculty
representative John Lantz
moved to make University
Council meetings subject to the
call of the chairman or, in his
absence, the university
president. The motion was
seconded and was eventually
approved unanimously.
Before approval, Phibbs was
asked what role he envisioned
for the council in this interim
period of evaluation. He
responded by saying the newly
proposed President's Priorities
Committee would be dealing
with many of the issues
previously left to the Council.
The Priorities Committee will
try to determine the
"appropriate nature of the
university," as well as deal with
such vital issues as future size,
development and growth. The
proposed committee will also
address itself to the question of
financial priorities in university
spending.
Student representative Wes
Jordan asked Phibbs if he saw
any need for the University
Council, if the priorities
committee were to succeed in its
attempts to define and regulate
university growth. President
Ph ibbs responded: "If we
succeed, no."
In other University Council
business, Gerrit vander Ende was
unanimously re-elected as
council chairman for the present

Anderson loses school board bid
Although Norm Anderson's
efforts to place an
educator—namely
himself—among the ranks of
salesmen and lawyers on the
Tacoma School Board have met
with little success, the University
of Puget Sound geology
professor has far from given up.
Dr. Anderson was running for
a position on the School Board
in the primary election last
Tuesday, and was the only active
challenger to 67-year-old John
"Big John" Anderson, a 25-year
incumbent on the board.
S.L. Sweeny, a 27-year-old
graduate of Mount Tahoma
High, also made a bid for the
spot.
But "Big John" swiped a
little over 50% of the voters, and
the rules of Tacoma's game say
that if a school board candidate
gets half the votes, he is
automatically the winner.

There will be no final
election.
When the TRAIL went to
press, the "unofficial count"
gave Anderson about 150 votes
less than he needed to upset the
other Anderson. There were
1,000 absentee ballots out, but
these were not expected to
change the vote.
Dr. Anderson, a newcomer to
the political scene, attributed
part of the difficulty to "voter
apathy." Only 25% of the
population turned out and
only 15% voted for school board.
Anderson has been
campaigning since the Labor
Day weekend. He says he broke
even on campaign expenses, and
he's certainly learned a little bit
about politics.
"It's like being in love for the
first time," he quipped. "No one
can tell you about it. It's always
a lot different when it actually

happens:"
"I've had a great learning
experience," he said.
He did not discount the
possibility of running again two
years from now when there is
another opening.
"Tacoma schools clearly are
entering a new phase.
Enrollment is declining. A new
superintendent will be chosen.
Increased costs and declining
federal support, combined with
taxpayer demands for economy,
create serious financial pressures
on Tacoma schools."
Anderson believes these
problems must be carefully
considered by the board, basing
its investigations on the
supposition that schools exist
for "effective classroom teaching
and learning."
Dr. Anderson is 52 years old,
with a Ph.D. from the University
of Utah.

11 3111W
YOUR OLD LENSES
RE-SVA APED &
PLACED IN MODEFtN,
NON COLUMBIAN

Tuition may increase with costs
The fact that the University
of Puget Sound would like to
change traditional growth trends
does not mean tuition will not
continue to rise, President of the
University Philip Phibbs said
Tuesday.
His remarks were made to
clarify what he meant at the full
faculty conference in Olympia
when he announced that
enrollment and tuition policies
of the past will not be sufficient
in the future.
The president had pointed
out that the university cannot
continue to balance its budget
simply by expanding enrollment
and increasing tuition. Instead,
what the school must do is
develop a special image so that it
will be more attractive to
students in the years to come,
when education will be much
more competitive.
Higher education, the
president has claimed, is faced
with a situation where the
number of places available is
rapidly approaching the number
of college-age people.
Phibbs gives private
institutions five more years of
grace before there are less
students than there are places,
and that means the competition
will be tough.
The university must begin
now, he said, to look for
alternatives, especially as far as
tuition is related to academic
excellence.

Phibbs says: "When we get to
the point where the college-age
group declines, the handicap we
have in higher tuition may
become more serious.
"It may be harder for UPS to
continue its past practice of
increasing tuition," he said.
But, Phibbs continued, it
would be wrong to say that
tuition will not increase. As
living costs continue to rise, as
salaries continue to grow, tuition
will have to increase, too.
And as tuition increases, the
university must face the
possibility that students may go
elsewhere for their
education—unless there is
provided some reason for their
staying here.
Phibbs believes that "only a
private institution with a
distinctive image and special
quality may be able to enjoy
[the] luxury [of increasing
tuition to meet rising costs]."
If the university can establish
a name as a higher quality
institution, students will be
interested enough to pay these
higher costs.
"People are willing to pay for
higher quality in a highly
competitive market," Phibbs
said.
The other alternative would
be to keep tuition at a stable
level and drastically cut back in
terms of faculty and programs
should there be a financial
squeeze at some point in the
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school year, and faculty member
John Lantz was elected vice
chairman. Vander Ende, the
Board of Trustees vice chairman,
will be serving his fourth term.
In the last item of business,
the council unanimously
endorsed a report headed for the
Board of Trustees from an ad
hoc committee, studying the
general fee structure at UPS. The
committee recommended that
starting in the 1974-75 school
year, the $74 presently charged
as general fees be dropped in
favor of a $74 increase in the
tuition charge.
Justification for this chainge,
reported Vice President of
Finance Lloyd Stuckey,
chairman of the ad hoc
committee, could be found in
the trend across the country to
consolidate the various yearly
charges assessed students into a
lump tuition sum.
Another reason, stated
Stuckey, was that the programs
currently receiving funds from
the general fees are rarely
receiving all of their needed
income from this fee charge. The
university has been
supplementing their budgets
from tuition income.
"All these expenses are
legitimate university expenses,"
said Stuckey, "and should be
treated like any other university
expenditure."
President Phibbs added,
"From now on,. all university
expenses will need to be in
competition with all other
institutional expenses for the
available income monies. These
monies will then be dispensed in
accordance with the priorities
set down by the university and
the new Priorities Committee."

pages
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future.
"I .see no way to balance the
budget in the future without
tuition increases," Phibbs
concluded.
And cheaper education at the
expense of quality is out of the
question.
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UW 'brain drain' benefits UPS
by Rick Graham

Dr. Franklin Hruza

The critical "brain drain"
which has plagued the University
of Washington in recent times
has again taken its toll at the
institution, but this time to the
benefit of the University of
Puget Sound.
Although money matters
probably did not weigh as
heavily against the UW as in
previous disputes it has had with
its talented professors, the end
was just the same—someone
else's gain at the state
institution's loss.
After spending seven years at
the University of Washington,
where he received his doctorate,
Franklin Hruza assumed the
role of Director of Urban
Studies at UPS this fall.
Hruza is enthused at the
prospects his new job offers:
"Unlike the University of
Washington and most other

All study, no politics at law school
Student government at the
University of Puget Sound
School of Law may be a long
time in the offing, but there are
"no inhibitions about student
organizations" on the campus.
That's the word from Law
Dean Joseph Sinclitico.
During the first year of the
school's existence, student
government was not encouraged
because the faculty felt students
would be too busy with their
studies.
But now that the school is
into its second year, the time
may be nearing when an interest
in student government begins to
develop.
According to law school
student Tom Leavitt, former
ASUPS student body president,
there "is only time to breathe,
sleep, and study law" during the
first year. So far, he says, no one
has had time to think about
setting up a student government.
An informal group did exist
for a time to meet as a student
advisory committee. Eventually,
that group came up with a
constituti.m which was
subsequently rejected by the
student body.
Leavitt gave two reasons for
the rejection: general student
apathy and the fact that the
constitution "didn't really
address the concerns of major
importance."
There was a preoccupation
with trivia, Leavitt said, with
pencil sharpeners, vending
machines, and so on. On the
other hand, there was no
discussion of curriculum,
academic standards, primary
policy, facilities, or the Board of
Visitors.
There was no help in the
selection of faculty, which was
increased this year.
the
This
ignores
advancements which have been
made on the undergraduate level
as far as student governments are
concerned, Leavitt believes.
Until a few years ago, former
President R. Franklin Thompson
made most of the decisions that
were to be made, Leavitt
indicated. But now students are
more actively involved in
decision-making.
Leavitt, as student body
president here, was instrumental
in helping to bring this change
about.
He thinks students at the law
school need to be more actively
involved with the curriculum,
academic standards, etc. He
doesn't believe, however, that a
regular student government is
necessary to accomplish these
ends.
Social functions constitute
most of a student government's
business and there are few social
functions out at the law school,
he observed. But some sort of
advisory student committee
would be useful in academic
areas.

FOUR

Leavitt complained about
the school's "closed-door
policies" on matters affecting
students. In some ways, the
former UPS undergraduate feels
this is due to Sinclitico's feeling
that during the first year of
operation, it was better to keep
things under tight surveillance.
But Leavitt cites some areas
in which student input is
needed. In the first law school
class, for example, there was
only one black.
"The dean is making a sincere
effort to change that, though,"
Statistics released by the dean
only last Tuesday show that
there are now six blacks, 12
Asian-Americans, one
Mexican-American, one

Spanish-American, and one
North American.
Leavitt thinks minorities
might not be attracted to the
UPS Law School because
"Benoroya Business Park [where
the school is located on South
Tacoma Way] is damn hard to
relate to."
"But I've never heard anyone
scream that everybody out here
looks alike," he continued.
He said he doubted if student
government would be revived
this year. Leavitt, who is busy
studying for his Law degree and
directing the Tacoma Urban
League at the same time, says he
will not take an active part in
any effort to establish a student
government.

universities. for that matter, the
Urban Studies program here is
interdisciplinary, and not
restricted to individual areas of
planning.
"There exists a good
relationship between the several
departments involved in the UPS
program," he points out. Several
additional facets of the university
lured Hruza to emigrate here,
particularly the new university
czar, Dr. Philip Phibbs.
"One just gets caught up in
his enthusiasm. Phibbs wants to
make UPS the top liberal arts
university in the west," he said.
His tone was confident, implying
that Phibbs' visions were indeed
within reach.
Hruza agrees with Phibbs in
recognizing the need for
improving city-university
relations. He sees revenue
sharing as an open avenue to
achieve this relationship.
"Revenue sharing is the first
real opportunity that the
community has had to
determine how federal monies
will be spent. For the first time,
the community can determine
its own priorities—but now,
instead of having national
politicians to blame, the
community will have to assume
the responsibility of deciding
priorities."
Hruza has evolved
an
interesting project by which the
community can effectively
handle the federal money. He
calls it the Community
Decision-Making Organizational
Concept.
While previous community
councils have existed as mere
"squeaky noises" as far as being
meaningful input sources to
community decision-making
bodies, Hruza cites some unique
aspects of his CDO concept.
Instead of the city operating
on the "one single common
purpose" idea, Hruza proposes
that the community be divided

Candidate filing ends today
Today is the final filing date
for candidates running for five
positions on the Student Senate
and two openings for student
representatives on the University
Council.
To date, four persons have
filed for senator: Dee
Brinkhouse, Dave Callan, Kathy
Hemerick, and Eric P. Spurell
(who is running for re-election).
Two people have filed for
University Council
representative: Robert Martin
and Dorsey Mclaughlin.
Filing opened at 9 a.m. last
Monday.
The nominated candidates
were all required to pass a
ASUPS Constitution Test
prepared by the Elections
Committee.
All officers will serve a term
of one year. Altogether, there
are 10 student senators; five are
elected in the fall and five in the
spring.
Primary elections will be held
on October 4 and 5 from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Final elections will be
on October 11 and 12 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. The new officers
will take office on October 16.
This fall some important new
campaign regulations will go into
effect. Candidates have the
responsibility of limiting the
total value of their campaign,
both in terms of expenses and
contributions, to $15. They may
also be called upon by the
Elections Committee to submit a
detailed breakdown of all
expenditures.
Some new rules governing
publicity include:
Campaign signs will be
confined to the main floor and
stairwells of the Student Center.
Each candidate is allowed one
large poster in the Great Hall
dining area, plus 10 3' x 3'
posters or 15 ditto/flyers.
Candidates are allowed to
place one 3' x 3' or two flyers in
each dorm.

Publicity may be placed on
cars only with the owner's
permission.
Campaign materials are not
to be placed on, in, or near
classroom buildings or on the
grounds.
Candidates may purchase
advertisement time and space on
KUPS or in the TRAIL. The
permission of the Elections
Committee must be given before
other media sources are used.

The Elections Committee will
enforce these regulations as part
of its efforts to insure a fair
campaign. The committee views
personal exposure of the
candidates to voters (i.e.,
through meetings with living
groups, etc.) as a more
meaningful method of
campaigning than the previous
methods by which
student-voters were deluged with
posters and flyers.

Housing pressure eases;

into distinct smaller units,
whereby the particular units
could decide wherein its
priorities lie.
"There is something beautiful
in parts taking part," he
philosophized. The individual
sects would operate under a
five-year CDO plan whereby the
city itself could supply money
for the community to employ
technical planners to assist
in determining community priorities.
The planner would have
access to the same information
as the city departments, in order
to avoid citizen disputes over
questionable city plans and cost
figures.
Under this "inside-outside"
method of urban planning, the
citizens themselves could
develop long-range policies,
policies which politicians
heretofore have avoided for
political reasons.
"As communities become
more complex," Hruza noted,
"people are going to need better
information, and especially more
input into the affairs of their
own environment."
The inside-outside concept of
community involvement will
solve the disenchantment which
citizen groups, especially
minorities? have felt.
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all quiet on home front
"The hassle is over, the
pressure is off," said Leslie
Knudsen, assistant to the
director of housing. In a
relatively quiet office which
contrasted remarkably with the
hecticness of the previous week,
her comments bore
corresponding dissimilarity to
last week's uncertain reports.
Last week Dave Douthit,
director of housing, was
assigning students to the Doric
Hotel for an "unspecified period
of time," the length of which
could not be guessed. This
week 25 per cent of those who
lived at the Doric have been
reassigned.
Knudsen added there were 10
people who had been guaranteed
housing but decided to live at
home while waiting for space to
open on campus. Some of these,
she said, may have made other
arrangements for permanent
housing, but she was not certain.
The housing office is left
with, at most, 38 people to
house. Of these, 28 are at the
Doric. After the first 38, there
are about three people on the
waiting list should any vacancies
open up.
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As of Wednesday, an
additional four male vacancies
showed up in Todd Hall and
were filled by Doric people.
Another female vacancy has
been found and someone will
soon be invited on campus to fill
that.
This week, according to Ray
Payne, assistant dean of
students, the Ethnic Studies
Center will move to the
Minorities Lounge, leaving eight
vacancies in an A-frame to be
filled by women. With these
reassignments, the university is
under obligation to house only
25 more people.
When asked if she had any
final words to say to the press
after her trying week, Knudsen
said she has found that in order
to get things her own way, she
needs to yell louder.
And this year, she'll yell even
louder to insure that students
will be sufficiently warned if
housing problems ever arise
again. She indicated that a limit
on the amount of guaranteed
housing would help students
realize before they arrive on
campus, that they may not be
moved in right away.
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UPS is more than a Christian school--Chaplain Johnson
by Marcy Christiansen
"It is St. Paul's teaching that
God has left His image among all
people of good will," says Dr.
Pierce Johnson, university
chaplain.
He was speaking of his hopes
to help unite the students on
campus this year. Dr. Johnson
views his chaplaincy as a
commitment to the university
and to the Christian church.
"These are two elements
which must be worked together.
For instance, the foundation of
the college has reference to
Christianity—it is a Christian
church but it is also a university.
"I don't intend to be chaplain
only to Christians on campus. I
intend to be university chaplain.
I hope that I can go beyond
myself and find what I believe in
another person's faith.
"So," he continued, "I would
hope I would be able to help
anybody go their own direction.
That means I would help Jews
become better Jews; I would

help Mormons find their own
Latter Day Saints.
"We are open to any honest
inquiry."
As for his work with the
Christian church, Dr. Johnson
says he hopes the University
Church services can encompass
all aspects of the Christian
life—conservative to liberal—yet,
in such a way that all can
worship and work together.
"I wouldn't want to convey
the idea that we are all
Methodists. I intend to be
representative of the thinking of
the university.
"I would hope that the more
conservative religious students
would feel that we had faith and
I would hope the more liberal
ones would also explore the life
of the Spirit," he said. "So we
have a difficult problem of how
we create a church in which the
more conservative students
would feel that we are open to
the life of the Spirit and the
liberals would feel we are open
to the life of the mind.

"It would be the hope that
the good conservative would use
his mind and the good liberal
would search for the Spirit. I see
no reason for conflict."
Johnson hopes students can

and
philosophies through guest
speakers, teachers and other
students who will present
programs throughout the year,
Johnson explained.
about various religions

familiarize Christians with other,
life styles:
"We don't shield the students
on campus. They're mature.
Maybe we can learn something
from these visiting speakers, but
that doesn't necessarily mean we
subscribe to everything they
say," Johnson insisted.
All students should make
their contributions to UPS,
whatever their beliefs.
Although he will be working
mainly with Christians, Dr.
Johnson emphasizes his
willingness to work with any
student of "good will."
"We should be open to any
searching person of good will
and we are not going to be
exclusive. We are working with
the entire university."
Dr. Johnson believes that, as
campus chaplain, it is not his job
to break down students'
non-Christian beliefs.
"At the same time," he said,
"we should maintain our own
special integrity."
He believes that as Christians,
Jews, or Moslems, we can "work
together to define ourselves
better. We can maintain our
heritage and yet there are things
which we can do together, issues
which can be common ground
for all of us."
Dr. Johnson's goal for the
year: "cross fertilization" of the
various cu lture groups on
campus. His hope is that
students will benefit from the
sharing of religious thoughts and
that they will be "open to all of
the cultural treasures" available
at UPS.

,

remain individuals—not
sacrificing their individual
religious convictions—and yet,
coming together to share in a
common concern as a collective
body.
He hopes this sharing will
take place not only between
Christians, but also between
students of other faiths.
Students will have an
opportunity to draw knowledge

This will help students to
obtain a clearer picture of their
own life styles, and shape up
their beliefs and philosophies.
Hopefully, the ideas offered will
prove stimulating, exciting and
inspirational.
For the Christian church,
these programs are not to
confuse or mislead, but rather to
challenge and strengthen faith
and religious convictions, and to

But not by Phibbs

New drinking rules established

Dr. Pierce Johnson

'Intersection' forum set
"Intersection" is the name
given to brief assemblies that
will be held from 12 12:15
p.m. on Tuesdays and Fridays in
the Gail Day Chapel, according
to University Chaplain Pierce
Johnson.
"The purpose is to expand
our conversation and to
strengthen our sense of
community—to hear each other
and to keep up with some of the
ideas and causes on campus,"
Dr. Johnson, a UPS professor of
religion, said.
Alan Smith, editor of the
TRAIL, will begin the series of
talks next Tuesday, speaking on
"Taking a Flying Rumor."
On Friday, Chaplain Johnson
-

will explore "The Recovery of
the Primitive in Modern
America."
And on Tuesday, October 2,
Professor Florence Sandler of
the English Department will
speak on "The Luxury of Being
Oneself and Not An Ancient
Egyptian."
The adjournment will be at
12:15 each day, but persons
may wish to stay for questions.
Brooks Hull, of the ASUPS,
will help select speakers from
the student body and Dr.
Johnson from the faculty and
staff. The hope is to provide a
mini-forum for all kinds of ideas
and presentations.

'A Man for this Season'
Professor John Magee will be
the gt.ti>i, preacher at 10:30 this
Sunday morning at University
Church. His sermon, titled "A
Man for This Season," will be a
presentation of the kind of
life-style a sensitive and
intelligent person can choose to
create in the modern world.
Dr. Magee is chairman of the
Department of Philosophy at the
University of Puget Sound. He
lectures
widely across the
country in the fields of
mysticism, prayer, philosophy,
and in the directing of spiritual
retreats.

His books include Reality and
Prayer, Religion and Modern
Man, Faith in Search of
Understanding, Philosophical
Analysis and Education, and
with Harold Simmonson,

Dimensions of Man.
Following the service,
University Chaplain Pierce
Johnson will lead a discussion of
the sermon theme in the
Kilworth Lounge. Sunday
evening at 7 p.m., the program
for University Church will be an
inquiry into "Charismatics and
Mystics in Modern Dress."
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Because of continued
complaints about the rowdy
behavior exhibited and the mess
created by drinkers at boogies
and campus flicks, new
regulations regarding drinking
have been established, Brooks
Hull, activities vice president,
explained Tuesday.
He elaborated: "Many
persons have been annoyed by
drinkers at flicks who spill beer
over students and toss bottle
caps around. In addition, the
persons who clean up have
objected to picking up bottles
and wiping up beer and,
sometimes, vomit.
"We are also asking students
not to smoke at flicks," he
added.
The no-smoking regulation is
an experiment to see if smokers
will give up smoking in favor of
the majority of students who do

not smoke, he said.
A second reason for the
no-smoking rule is that the
ventilation system in Mc006,
where the movies are held, is
notoriously bad.
"We are just experimenting
with this right now, but we want
to continue with it unless there
is a big movement against it," he
said.
Hull cited rowdiness and too
much litter as two of the reasons
no-drinking rules are being
enforced at boogies.
More important, however, is
that drinking is illegal except in
living groups, he said.
"It has never been university
policy to allow drinking in
public, but it has never been
enforced."
Hull said it was not a
presidential mandate which
caused the decision to enforce

the university's policy on
alcoholic beverages. Rather it
was a joint decision made by
ASB officers, Lloyd Matsunami,
and the dean for students staff
to insure that a consistent policy
is followed across campus.
"Basically, we are trying to
keep alcohol off the dance area,
and to minimize drinking
outside the Great Hall," he
stated.
Reaction to the new drinking
and smoking policies has been
positive, Hull indicated.
'Students have' been
cooperative at the flicks when
explained the new policy, and
there have been no real hassles.
At the boogies, the policy
enforcement has caused no big
trouble yet... There has been
some beer, but primarily outside
the Great Hall," he said.
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Editor's note: The following interview with Dean
of the University Thomas A. Davis was conducted by
TRAIL editors Alan Smith and Wes Jordan to explore
with the new dean a number of issues students and
faculty have been interested in.
We have attempted to present or clarify Tom
Davis' position on these issues, and wherever possible, to
allow him to exhibit some of the administrative qualities
we will no doubt be seeing more of in the near future.
Davis comes to UPS from DePauw University,
where he was assistant dean and director of graduate
studies. He is a professor of mathematics, with a
doctorate from Cambridge Universityin 1963.

Smith : You and President Phibbs have probably
already discussed the details of your job. !wonder if you
could discuss, point by point, the major areas that
you're going to be concerned with.
Davis: Let me start off by saying that Phibbs and
' have talked a lot and you may have noticed that my
office is now next to his instead of down the hall. We
decided that because we spent half our time running up
and down the hall, it would be better to be closer.
We do spend a lot of time together, much of that
time has been spent on a particular issue as each new
situation comes up. There hasn't been much time to sit
down and systematically try to find out what it is we
want to do and where it is we want to go.

•••■

"I'm the faculty's man because
and look at life a:
discussions for how the university sees itself. We can
then use that as a springboard to search for concrete
goals.
J ordan : As I see it, what you've been saying, and
from what I've heard you say before, you see yourself as
a facilitator, to keep things moving, to instigate faculty
members to come up with ideas and to implement them.
Given the inertia of the faculty—which is very great at
this time—what happens if you are forced to take a
much more leading role? Could you, would you, be able
to feel comfortable with that type of role?

The UPS community has to sit down and decide
what is a normal, standard load. Is it six-plus or is it six
including? And then once you have that standard load,
you can start talking about the legitimate reasons why
some people might carry fewer than that, or why people
might carry more than that. But you can't really do any
of those things until you know what the standard is.
Now an overload ia a completely different thing.
And we have some teachers on overload. In fact, the
amount of overload—that is, teachers teaching extra
courses for extra money—just floored both the president
and me. We just couldn't believe it when we saw it.

1

Smith : Are you expecting to do more of that in
the future?
Davis: We hope to. Sometime the crises will surely
stop.
Smith: What kind of crises?
Davis: I don't mean crises in that sense. You
know, just today I had eight different departments
suddenly realize that if they didn't get their requests for
lecture contracts in, those people wouldn't get paid.
Somebody else comes in and has got 50 people signed up
in a room that only holds 37.
Smith : Well, even if you and Phibbs have to spend
all that much time on little things, at least you have
some ideas about your job. The very fact that you're
dean means you've probably given it a lot of thought.
What are your major tasks?
Davis: One of the things we are planning to do is
to go to the Faculty Senate on Monday [September 17],
with a proposal for a presidential advisory committee on
priorities, which would consist of administrators,
faculty, students, and one representative from the
non-faculty staff. This group, at least this first year, will
try to decide what UPS really is, what its priorities are,.
its long-range goals—the whole thing-.
Then, more specifically, when budget time comes
around, Lloyd Stuckey and his staff will come up with
the best estimates they can on the income that seems to
be available for the next year. When we get the dollar
figures, the priorities committee will look through all the
requests that are coming in from the university—from
the various departments, student aid requests, faculty
salaries, and so on, and will decide which of these are the
most important. The committee will then recommend to
the president where UPS should allocate its resources.
Certainly, by the completion of this process,
perhaps in February, the university would have gone
through a systematic evaluation of its long-range goals
and priorities.

Davis: I think that's a fair assessment. I think a lot
of people view teachers as people who get up and
lecture. I've never been one of those. But one view of a
teacher is someone who arranges the environment or so
motivates people so that learning can take place. And I
guess ideally, I see a dean as one who manipulates the
environment and sets up conditions where faculty and
students can teach and learn.
So in that sense, maybe I will be low-keyed. As far
as taking the leadership role, which I would hate to do, I
don't feel it's my place, even after two whole months of
being here, to come in and say: "I know what UPS
ought to be, and this is it." My approach would rather
be—and I'm beginning to work on it as I have time—to
go to the senate or to the committees of the senate, and
say: "OK, nothing seems to be happening, and here are
the areas I really think you ought to be looking into."
For example, let's get the curriculum committee
looking into what our departments are now offering.
One of the points I made at the faculty conference was
that I feel there's a trend in all of higher education
towards smaller upper level classes, at the expense of the
freshman classes, which are getting bigger and bigger. I
think this is wrong. I think the freshman year is when
peoples' habits and loyalties are formed, and you want
to spend a lot more effort on them as human beings and
individuals.
So I would say to the curriculum committee:
"What can we do? What can we do to give more personal
attention to our freshmen?" You don't just stick them
in big classes with the promise that when they get to be
seniors, they'll be able to take classes with three or four
in a seminar.
Smith : Along the same lines, what about teaching
loads? As you know, we have some teachers who are
teaching full time; and in addition, they're holding down
teaching jobs elsewhere. %Mat about that; ks that fair to
students? Is it fair to the teacher to ask him not to find
outside employment?
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Davis: I'm really not prepared to answer that. I'm
not just trying to avoid the issue. But because the code is
much too detailed a document to me to know the
answers at this time. Again, I come from a tradition
where there were certain understandings, and people
followed the spirit of the law more than the letter of the
law. I don't know enough about the background to this
school's code. I . get the feeling that the code is a very
legalistic document.
Jordan : Your situation at DePauw, then, was
different. Were there ever problems caused by not having
your policies codified?
Davis: Certainly not in the sense of the code.
There were clear understandings, as in cases of contract
renewal. There were certain deadlines that had to be
met, and I think DePauw tried to be fair. In a sense, I
think the flexibility allowed you to be fairer than the
code does sometimes. Because it wasn't written down,
you could go out of your way to give a faculty member
the benefit of the doubt. In these cases, where the code
spells things out so precisely, you just have no leeway.
ordan :Did you find that this type of informal
well; even in some of the sticky
situations like contract renewal or non-renewal?

Smith :Is the code something you think we should
have?
Davis: I think it's important for people to
understand what to expect and what the ground rules
are. I guess you do need a code.

Smith : What about the area of developing
curriculum? That are you going to be doing there? Or is
that your job?

Davis: I hope there's some of that there already.
Most of the people who have commented on the full
faculty conference think this is the first time the faculty
has really been asked to sit down in small groups and
discuss exactly where we're going.
There is already a sense of: "things are new."
I think the process of the faculty sitting down and
discussing these things generated some excitement about
what we should be doing. People talked with individuals
they hadn't discussed these issues with in years. For
example, mathematicians found themselves sitting with
someone from the other side of campus.
Our hope is that we can get a feeling from these

J ordan :You mentioned the Faculty Code. That is
the purpose of the code,is it necessary, and how does it
define your relationship with the faculty?

Davis: It seemed to. I think maybe UPS has had
more trouble than we had. Everything seemed to happen
last year here. But there, we didn't have any particular
crises of this kind.
One thing that was different is that DePauw hit its
leveling-off period about four years ago. We started
cutting back where UPS continued to grow and hire at a
time when almost everybody else in the country was
already leveling off.

Davis: Right. As proposed, I would be the
chairman of that committee.

Smith : How do you help generate that type of
excitement within the departments?

Davis: It was for me. Our feeling is that it isn't fair
to the student, Six or seven courses is certainly a
full-time job, and it's unreasonable that a person could
be teaching five or six other courses in addition to that.
Something's got to suffer and what suffers is the
student. I must add that the overload situation was
already improving when we came and I hope it will
continue to do so.

procedure worked

Smith : Your office is one of the prime movers
behind that committee on priorities, then?

Davis: Yes, the dean is ultimately responsible for
developing curriculum. But when you phrase it the way
you did, it sounds to me like you expect me to come up
with an idea, and then to go out and try to sell it to the
various departments. I would rather do it the other way
around.
This place has got to be an intellectually exciting
place to be. And your departments out there have
interesting, exciting faculty members. They will come up
with the proposals on how we can make this an exciting
place intellectually.
Of course, our students and faculty and
everybody else should be prepared to meet the
responsibility of generating new ideas. My role would be
more to say, "Gee, that sounds exciting but it's too
expensive," or "That's good but it's not as important as
this one," or "Frankly, that's a crackpot idea."
I don't mean that just in a veto sense. One can't
impose the enthusiasm and interest which Phibbs and I
hope for from the top. It must be generated by the
whole university community.

Smith :Is it that unusual?

J ordan :Have you had an opportunity to look into
different departmental procedures which supplement the
code especially on something like tenure or
non-reappointment?

Dean Tom Davis

Davis: It's one of the problems that we have to
tackle. I think the president and I look at university
problems the same way. We don't look at things as
administrative problems, basically. We both have been
faculty members and still view ourselves as faculty. The
university as a whole has a problem and we're part of the
university. We have to help solve that problem. But we
also realize that we may have to do more than some of
the other people. It's just basically, we're not going to
come in and say: "This is how it's going to be."
I think the whole matter of teaching load has to
be seriously looked at. That's going to be one of the
charges—the very first charges—to the senate. Exactly
what is a normal load? Nobody seems to agree. At one
stage, the Faculty Code was read to mean that a normal
load would be six courses and a Winterim. At another
stage, a normal load was interpreted to be six courses
including a Winterim. And then suddenly, the code
appears, and both "including" and "and" have
disappeared. I think, probably some English major must
have been reading along and decided this run-on
sentence didn't look very good, so he cut it off and put
in a period. So now you've got half the faculty who read
that period as "including" and the other half read that
period as saying "and."
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Davis: Well, as I read the code—and again, I
haven't read through it like a lawyer might—it doesn't
seem to me that the departments really have any leeway.
I'm sure they now do a lot of things differently, which is
probably the source of most of all the hassles that come
up. But it would seem reasonable to me that different
departments might want to handle their business
differently, and it would be perfectly fair and adequate.
Smith : What are you to the faculty? Is it accurate
to say that you're like a dean of students for them?
What does that mean?
Davis: I still look at life as a faculty member,
because that's what I've been. I've either been a student
in class or a teacher in class for 33 of my 39 years. Just
because I now have a new job does not mean I think
differently about things.
So I'm the faculty's man because I still feel like a
faculty member and look at life as a faculty member.
And I'll do my best to represent its interests.
Smith :To what extent will you support faculty
members who, for some reason or another, need specific
help that only one person in the
administration —you—can give them? Specifically, I
might refer to the situation at the Fort Lewis Army
Base, where education officers have attempted to ban
professors and dictate course content. What do you do
when the military is trying to say what is going to be
taught in a course and who is going to teach it?

Davis: I don't think the military can tell us what
we can put in our courses. I don't know if you know
something I don't know, but my feelings are fairly clear
on that. We have courses which we offer. If the military
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till feel like a faculty member
faculty member."
thinks some of those courses are not appropriate, then
we wouldn't get enrollments in those courses, but I
don't see them modifying our courses because they do
not like what we do.
Jordan : I s that not tantamount to letting the
military decide who is to teach on the base after it gets
the course and the professor? That seems to me to be
the line that's been handed down for years—that the
military, if it wishes to discontinue a course, may do so.
But they do so after finding out who is to teach it. V*
have had problems because Dr. LeRoy A nnis and several
others have wished to teach out there, but have not been
allowed to. Their courses have been dropped by the
military.
Davis: But I'm not quite sure what you can do
about that. You can't go to any organization—the
student body, for example—if you've got a teacher who's
very unpopular—and say: "This guy's going to teach this
courses, whether you like it or not. You must take it."
You may offer it against student wishes, but they do not
have to take it. And in that sense they determine what
courses will be dropped.
On any course that we offer, the department
concerned will choose the teacher. Now if the military
or the Seattle Municipal Campus does not want that
course, I don't know anything we can do about it. I
hope, of course, that situations like this will not come
up and that all of our faculty will be welcomed in any of
our programs.
Jordan : Are you going to continue, then, the
former policy which in effect bans certain professors
from teaching UPS courses on base?
Davis: Well, they're only banning them in the
sense that they're boycotting those courses. But I still
don't know how.
Jordan : But it's not a boycott by the servicemen
wishing to take the courses. It's a decision by the chain
of command at the Fort. The decision has been made
that certain professors are not to be allowed to teach on
the base because of their political leanings. This is the
interpretation that many faculty members on this
campus make, and that is why it is an important issue.
Davis: But are you suggesting that we should then
go to the military and say we won't offer any program?
Jordan : Well, I 'm saying some faculty members
have suggested that, and wish that that would have taken
place before now. So—do you feel that to be a fair
alternative?
Davis: I haven't thought about that enough. The
whole Seattle Municipal Campus-military operation is
one that I've never seen before. If you had asked me
before I came here, I'd have said I don't see any reasons
why we're continuing these programs, but now I do see
some reasons. I think there are some benefits to the
undergraduates and to others.
Smith :What are those benefits?
Davis: Well, money. We make money from these
programs. And I think, in some instances, we recruit
students. Quite a few of these people come here when
they get out of the Army. And a lot of faculty members
like the extra money which they get, teaching in these
programs. A fourth reason is that on some of these
programs—and I hope we can do more of this—instead of
going to the military base and offering the course, we
offer it here and encourage them to come to us.
I think it's valuable to have some 23- and
24-year-olds in classes with the 17- and 18-year-olds.
You get a different perspective. I think there are a
number of benefits that I'd hate to throw away. But this
is one of the things I think the priorities committee will
have to look at.
Jordan: How important is the liberal arts college
view, in terms of the total UPS picture?
Davis: It's the key; that's what we're really here
for. I think you have to look at the things like the
military base, and decide what it can contribute to the
program, or whether it detracts from it. And when I
look at a lot of these, I think they really don't detract
anything. You can't really say it's hurting our
undergraduate program. Our undergraduate program
may not be perfect, but it isn't because we have these
other operations. As long as they are not hurting the
general program—and they do have some good sides—I
don't see any particular reason for discontinuing them. I
think they provide a needed service.
Jordan: I am concerned about another specific
issue that has been kicked around campus several years,
and which falls under your jurisdiction as dean of
academics. This issue is the inconsistency in grading
practices among departments. Do you have any
comments after being here only two months? Nhat is
actually going on, and what should be going on?
Davis: The only comment I would make is that
every institution I've ever been involved with has had
the same problem. None of them have really come up
with the answer, and if anybody can offer me a
suggestion, I'm ready to go. I don't know how
anyone—if you believe in academic freedom—can go to a
department and say it must give 14 per cent A's or so
many B's or anything else.
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Jordan: But take a department which has the
reputation of graduating an abnormal amount of
straight-A students. Does that hurt the program,
especially in that department, as the reputation goes
around to graduate schools, for instance? Or can it in
turn affect the entire university?

But I think, basically, each department has to
decide if this man is the man it wants doing this job for
the next 40 years.
There are some cases when the decision's
easy—when this guy is clearly a dud. He just teaches
poorly. He has no scholarship. The ones that are hard is
where the guy does a pretty good job, probably as good
as some of your tenured people.
And yet, with the market being what it is, the
department feels it can do better. There's nothing really
wrong with this guy, there's just some other ones who
would probably do a better job. And it's much harder in
those cases to deny the guy tenure.

Davis: Or maybe the department in question gets
the best students. I mean, these things are very difficult
to pin down. Say at DePauw, where I come from, the
average gradepoint of the philosophy majors would
probably be high, but I don't think anybody would
claim philosophy was a soft touch. It just attracted
outstanding students.
Now maybe where you would get caught is where
a department consistently turns out poor students, but
with good grades. The graduate schools in that particular
area are going to find out about it. Maybe that's where
the pressure comes from.
Smith: Should we have grading at all?
Davis: Well, if you can come up with an
alternative, I'm willing to look at it.
Jordan : What about the variations on the
pass/no-pass system? Do you favor that type?
Davis: Do you mean the A, B, C, D, credit or
non-credit system?
Jordan : Yes. How do you view that type of
grading system?
Davis: That's another one I don't have clear in my
own mind. Some things, like the importance of the
freshman year, I feel strongly about. But this is another
one of those I can see different arguments on both sides.
In one way, if you have that kind of system,
you're penalizing the poor student who can't afford to
keep taking courses until he gets the grade he wants. But
the rich student can do so. I think it's unfair in that
sense. I'm not at all sure you're doing the student a
favor.
Every time the pressure gets a little bit heavy, he
can just say, "Well, I can drop out of this course."
Maybe he's better off facing a little more reality. Once
he's started on this thing, he's got to finish it out, for
better or worse.
Jordan : But what about the punitive aspects of
failing grades? If a student pays his money and fails,
that's one punishment. But that one failure is reflected
in his gradepoint for the entire four years of college.
Davis: You get graded every day. If you're doing a
job for somebody, they may not actually make an "A"
or a "B" or an "F," but they mentally note whether
you're doing a good job or a bad job. And you can't just
say, when the crunch comes and a report is due, "Well,
I'm going to withdraw."
And I don't think any business or graduate school
will look at the one bad grade and hold that against you.
They will figure there must have been some reason why
this guy fouled up, because everything else is good.
Maybe he started off badly but look how he's coming at
the end. I don't think one bad grade is held against you.
Smith : What is academic tenure and how is it
related to academic freedom?
Davis: I can give you a very simplistic answer to
what tenure is, but it is getting to be much more
complicated, and I don't know whether I could really
answer what tenure is anymore. In the simple sense,
after a certain probationary period, tenure means you're
guaranteed your job for life as long as you continue to
do it competently. The trouble comes in when you try
to define what you mean by "continuing to do it
competently."
But the reason for tenure is that you can't fire a
guy because he expresses views different from the
administration. That point of view is very important.
Smith: In your opinion, is academic tenure a
justifiable means of preventing someone from being fired
for reasons other than academic?
Davis: I don't know really what else you could
use.

Smith : Would our policy of retention be
contingent upon finding better people? I mean, if at this
university, there were one of those teachers who was
doing an adequate job and we could find someone else
who was doing a better job, would the person who
would be doing a better job be hired, especially if the
person who was doing a mediocre job was not tenured?
I 'm trying to get a definition of our policy.
Davis: Well, I don't think UPS really has a policy.
I think, probably, UPS—like every other institution up
until the last three to five years—just moved up faculty
people whether they were mediocre or not. Tenure was
automatic.
Under that system, you added your new, good
people by increasing the total faculty size. You add 10
bright new faculty every year so you can enliven the
place. Now we've reached the stage where your faculty is
going to be 170 for the next four years, and if you
automatically give tenure to everybody who comes
along, how long would it take before everybody would
have tenure and you'd have no useful options at all?
Smith : Let me interrupt here with a more direct
question. Does the new administration, with its emphasis
on academics, mean that there's going to be a bigger
push—a sudden push—for better faculty?
Davis: The obvious answer to that is yes, but there
are different ways of getting better faculty. That does
not mean firing some and hiring others. It might well
mean sabbatical programs, so that the faculty we've got
can improve themselves. There are various other ways of
encouraging the faculty to do a better job.
I think that if you can get this exciting
atmosphere that we're hoping to get, the faculty will do
a better job.
Clearly the answer is yes. We're hoping to get a
better faculty, but this does not necessarily mean
replacing the faculty members we've got by bringing in
new ones. But for any job we're going to fill, we're
hoping to get the best buy.
Smith : What about your views on running an
administration or working in an academic environment?
How do they compare with Phibbs'? Are you two going
to be able to work well together?
Davis: I think so. As long as he can put up with
me, I guess.
Smith : Phibbs had described you as his strong
right arm. But other people have described you as a
puppet. How would you describe your relationship with
Phibbs?

Smith : Why is a university different from an
ordinary business? A member of an insurance company
isn't given tenure.
Davis: Because I think that at a university we are
seeking after truth and learning, and must remain
objective. That, by his very nature, a teacher has to feel
free to pursue whatever course he feels proper and teach
whatever he feels is the correct thing. I contend that you
will find a lot more of the junior executives having the
same views as the senior executives just because they
don't have something like tenure. I think that would be
very bad.
Smith :Then, if tenure is a good thing, who should
get tenure and how is that decided? Or who shouldn't
get tenure?
Davis: That's where it gets more and more tricky.
In the old days—not too long ago—when there were
more jobs, it wasn't nearly as crucial if a teacher didn't
get tenure here. There were lots of other places he could
go.
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Davis' Oh. You mean I've got to be somewhere
between a "strong right arm" and a "puppet?"
Smith: Well, I assume that Phibbs doesn't want
you to be a puppet. And I also assume he doesn't want
you to run the place, so . .

Davis: At the moment we have very few ground
rules. In other words, we're really starting from scratch
and frankly, I'm appalled at some of the things that
come to the dean for his signature.
At the moment the dean seems to spend about
half or two-thirds of his time sort of pro-forma signing
unnecessary things. I would hope to get rid of a lot of
those. In other words, we'll set the ground rules.
As far as policy things are concerned, we deal with
them as they come up.
What really counts is how persuasive I can be.
What I can do is to present my side on issues, which
Phibbs certainly allows me to do. If I can make my case,
then I've been a strong right arm. If I don't make my
case, I guess I've been a puppet.
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Bike Trails
No butts about it;
adjust that bike seat!
by Gary White
Few bicyclists know how to adjust their seat (saddle) and
handlebars for maximum efficiency, yet the procedure and formulae
are so simple, there's no excuse for not doing so.
First, have a friend take a measurement for you. Stand up
and place your feet so they are four to five inches apart. Measure your
inseam from the crotch to the floor. Take 109% of this measurement
and you have the correct distance for (see diagram) (a), which is from
the pedal to the top of the saddle. (Pedal must be in the position
shown in the illustration).

Now you must adjust your handlebar height to the exact
height as the top of your saddle, not higher or lower.
Next, measure the distance from your elbow to the very tips
of your fingers. This measurement should be distance (b), which is
from the front tip of the saddle to the handlebars. If the distance is
incorrect, you will need a new handlebar stem with the correct reach.
Find the difference and see your dealer.
After you've made these adjustments, your first ride may
seem awkward. The pedals seem too far away and so on. But these
adjustments enhance a riding technique called ankling, which will
improve your cycling efficiency by 40% or more.
More on ankling next week.

New cross country coach a ringer
for whipping the guys into shape

Larry Smith, who comes to UPS from the Tacoma City
League, is one of several new faces on the football team.
See the write-up on page nine for more details. Other
team members will be discussed next week.

STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNTS

Jewelry &Watch Repair
WEDDING RINGS+PROMISE RINGS+BIRTH STONE RINGS+ WATCHES

With only one returning
letterman and a new coach, the
UPS cross country team has
been running daily to get ready
for their first meet, October 6,
in the Green Lake Relays in
Seattle.
The new coach is Sam Ring,
who Tacoma people may know
as the winner of the
Sound-to-Narrows race this
summer. A 1970 graduate of
Central Washington, Ring holds
the two and six-mile records at
Central and now teaches at
Mason Junior High. He is
a volunteer coach in order to
retain his amateur status.

The only returning letterman
is Bob Slee, a senior from
Seattle.
Others turning out are Leon
Bombadier, a junior transfer
from Highline C.C., Gary
Gossman, a sophomore from
Meadowdale, freshman Gordon
Bowman, the state high school
AA two-mile champ last spring,
Doug Smith, a freshman from
Honolulu, and Roger Newland, a
freshman from Anchorage,
Alaska.
More people are needed for
the team and Ring says anyone
with high school cross country
experience, or anyone who just

Roman St rug says soccer team
has more potential this year
The UPS soccer team,
recalling a disappointing 2-4-4
season, began turning out the
first day of school in preparation
for its second year of varsity
competition.
Soccer was a new varsity
sport at UPS last year, and many
of the team members had never
played soccer before. But Coach
Roman Strug says the team has
more potential this year. Six
lettermen are back and they are
hoping to improve on last year's
record.
The lettermen are junior Dave
Chapman, the team's best
offensive forward and one of the
top three scorers in the league
last year, sophomore Ken Root,
a forward who has improved
from last year, Jan van Veelen, a
halfback and forward from
'Holland, Jim Hackinen, a junior
fullback and starter last year,
Tony Kirilick, a sophomore
fullback, and Cal Griffiths, a
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senior who will play goalie this
year.
About 20 others are turning.
out, the majority of them
freshmen and sophomores,
which will help in the next
couple of years.
There's still time to turn out
for soccer, so if you're
interested, just come to practice.

Ca!

likes to run, is welcome to turn
out. Contact Joe Peyton or Sam
Ring in the fieldhouse.

\
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Men's group
needs reps
The men's intramural
department is asking for
participation by all living groups
on campus.
Both fraternities and
independents are asked to send
representatives to a meeting on
Monday at noon in Thompson
142. The purpose of this
meeting is to help the intramural
department in determining its
role and the type of programs to
be offered on campus.
Reorganization of the football
league and long-range goals will
be discussed at this meeting.
Representatives should
consult their living groups and
be prepared to offer their plans
and ideas on Monday.
Any questions, please call
3116 or 3117.

GR 5-0557
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HOURS:
10 to 6 Daily
and Saturday
Mon. and Fri. 'til 9
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WESTGATE CENTER

The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.
6,500 scholarships.
'100 monthly allowance.
Free flying lessons.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
CONTACT DETACHMENT 900

343 TACOMA MALL

Records—Tapes—High Quality Stereo Equipment
Featuring Kenwood, Garrard-Craig components
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AT AEROSPACE STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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Slippery Rock doesn't slip up
"They don't make mistakes.
They're a hard-nosed football
team and they execute with real
good precision. If they find a
weak ness, they'll tear you
apart."
Those were the views of head
coach Paul Wallrof as his Loggers
made final preparations for

tomorrow's opener with
Slippery Rock.
The Rockets won their
opener last week with a 27-0
route of Mansfield State College.
Ed Wesley led Slippery Rock
with 151 yards in 27 carries.
At press time, Wallrof hadn't
selected a starting line-up. He

Wallrof: 'big as a tree'

Cheryl Doten

Football Coach Paul Wallrof kicks off his head-coaching
career in a big way when his men meet the Slippery Rock
Gang tomorrow afternoon. Wallrof, respected for the
time he takes to get to know his team, is shown here
helping a player before scrimmage.

When the Loggers take the
field tomorrow against Slippery
Rock, a familiar face for Logger
fans will be missing.
Bob Ryan, head football
coach for the last seven years,
left UPS last spring for a job
with the University of Hawaii.
His replacement is Paul
Wallrof. Wallrof, who looks as
big as a tree, has handled
defensive chores for the Loggers
for the last seven years. He
played college football for the
Washington Huskies. During his
last season, he played under Jim
Owens.
Wallrof will continue using
the Wishbone option type
offense and will utilize the

TRAIL sports staff challenges
public to pick winning teams
Football season is upon us
again (has it ever ended?), and it
is time for the sports staff of the
TRAIL to enter upon the First
Annual TRAIL Sports Staff
Football Picking Contest.
During the season, TRAIL
reporters will attempt to predict
the outcome of the UPS, PLU,
Pacific 8, and selected pro
games.
Should any member of the
public desire to match wits with
the TRAIL staff, he or she
should drop his/her predictions
off at the TRAIL office by 4
p.m. today. (We need all the
help we can get).

Anyone lucky or skillful
enough to outpick the staff will
receive the glorious prize of
having his picture and a very
abbreviated life story appear in
the next issue of the TRAIL.
Calculators ready? Here are
this week's picks:
Slippery Rock vs UPS. Game
of the week. (Of course!) The
Loggers have 44 lettermen, the
Rockets have 26. The Loggers
are one of the finest college
teams in the west, ditto the
Rockets in the east. The Loggers
have a new coach and the home
field advantage. The Rockets

have a 26-0 opening win under
their belts and Fred
what's-his-name in the stands to
cheer them on. But the Loggers
have Mark Conrad who just may
tip the scales in favor of UPS.
In other games: PLU over
Whitworth; Duke over
Washington; Air - Force over
Oregon; SMU over Oregon State;
USC over Georgia Tech;
Michigan over Stanford; UCLA
over Iowa; Arizona State over
WSU; Illinois over Cal; Oakland
over Miami; San Francisco over
Denver; New York over
Baltimore; and Kansas City over
New England.

monster defense. According to
Wallrof, the monster defense is
basically a stunning defense with
a five-man front line.
"In the past, our successes
have occurred due to our
depth," stated Wallrof. "If we
are to continue to have a
winning season, we must remain
free of injuries. We just don't
have the depth this year," he
commented.
Wallrof has gathered a
competent staff around him to
help guide the Loggers this
season. Mike Price, Joe Peyton,
and Dennis Hilling will handle
the offense while Ron Simonson
will handle many of the
defensive chores.

was studying game films of last
Saturday's scrimmage.
"Either our running offense
looked real good or our defense
wasn't up to par," commented
Wallrof.
Robin Hill gained 76 yards in
nine carries for the offense.
Doug Gall had 98 yards in six
carries, while junior Frank
Washburn led all ground-gainers
with 119 yards in eight carries
(including a 92=yard touchdown
gallop).
Paul Dillon gathered in four
receptions during the scrimmage,
Tim McDonough led the defense
with eight tackles.
Incidentally, under a special
scoring system set up by Wallrof,
with three points for a first
down and three points for a
failure to make a first down, the
defense beat the offense 51-42.
The Loggers suffered their
first serious injury of the season
when defensive back Tim
Fromm was lost for the
campaign with a knee injury.
Wallrof issued a call for
student support during the
upcoming season, stating that
anything the students could do
tc, show their support would be
appreciated.

We'll show
you how
to tame the
wild blue
yonder.
Point for a job with stretch and elbow

room. If you will soon be a college grad,
you can head for a career that combines

TEAM SPORTS NEW FACES
by Dann Tillinghast
To maintain a high level of
excellence in its athletic
endeavors, a school must
constantly be seeking new faces.
Even if its current teams are
achieving success, new freshmen
and transfers must be recruited
to assure that future teams will
be as successful, if not more so.
Over the summer, the athletic
staff of UPS has put many hours
of effort into accomplishing this
goal. The result has been that an
outstanding group of freshmen
and transfer students from
Tacoma and around the country
have elected to continue their
athletic career with the Loggers.
A fine group of athletes have
come to UPS from the Tacoma
area:

225-pound center, comes from
Rodgers of Puyallup. Picha was
chosen all-South Puget Sound
league twice during his stay at
Rodgers.
GORDON BOWMAN, former
prep track star, is also a South'
Puget Sound alumnus. Bowman,
from Washington High, is the
state AA 2-mile track champion.
He also holds the school record
for the mile at Washington.
LARRY SMITH and FRANK
O'LOUGHLIN come to UPS
from the Tacoma City League
champion Bellarmine Lions.
Smith, who is a 6'1", 185-pound

MARK WELLS has chosen to
become a Logger after a year at
the University of Montana. Wells
is a quarterback-defensive back
who comes from Curtis High
School. While at Curtis, he was
an all-Seamount league pick in
football and basketball, Wells is
5'9" tall and weighs 165 pounds.
CLAY ANGLE, another
former Curtis star, has also cast
his lot with UPS. Angle, Well's
successor at Curtis, broke 13
school records in passing for
1,052 yards and 15 touchdowns
as he quarterbacked his team to
the Seamount league title.
TOM PICHA, a 6'2"
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end, was the only player to be
chosen all-city both offensively
and defensively. Oloughlin was
an all-city defensive back for the
city champs. While at
Bellarmine, he also lettered in
basketball and track.
STEVE DAVIES is another
former Tacoma City League star
who decided to become a
Logger. Davies is a 6'2",
210-pound linebacker who
attended Stadium. While at
Stadium, Davies was an all-city
selection. A sophomore, Davies
comes to UPS from Washington
State University.

adventure, respect, responsibility.
Air Force officer training can help
you realize it. When you qualify, a
12-week course of specialized study will
turn you into an Air Force officer—with
all the responsibilities and respect and
challenges that go along with it.
Then as an officer, you'll be attending
flight school and have the opportunity
of winning those coveted silver wings—as
an Air Force pilot or navigator.
And now your future is sky-high.
You get a flying officer's pay, free
dental and medical care, travel, 30-day
paid vacations annually, a retirement
package you'll wind up enjoying while

LOGGERS
BEAT SLIPPERY ROCK

you're still young. And promotions that
follow you as your experience grows.
So reach for the wild but beautiful
blue yonder.

)10011. 1:4-xt
6th Ave. Lakewood Olympia
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Find yourself.
Fly with the Air Force.
For all the facts call: 383-5361
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Opera star to appear
with T acoma Symphony
by Terri Roche
Featuring New York
Metropolitan Opera star Evelyn
Lear, the Tacoma Symphony
will open Wednesday with a
celebration of its 15th year
under the conducting of Edward
Seferian.
The event is at 8 p.m. in the
Temple Theatre.
Edward Seferian, professor of
violin at UPS since 1958, has not
only had a notable career of
wielding the baton, but has also
performed as a soloist and
professional symphony violinist.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, on
March 23, 1931, Seferian began
the study of violin at the age of
four. At 17, he played the
Paganini Concerto No. 1 with
the Cleveland Philharmonic.
Following graduation from
high school, he enrolled at
Julliard on full scholarship to
study under violin pedagogue,
Ivan Galamian.
During the Korean War,
Seferian served in the United
States Marine Band at the White
House. Returning to Julliard
after his release from the Marine
Corps, he received his bachelor's
degree in 1957, and the master's
degree in 1958. At the same
time, he pursued a part-time

Big Band
Calvacade
The Big Band Cavalcade,
reviving musical memories of the
1930's and 1940's, returns to
Olson Auditorium at PLU next
Wednesday, Oct. 3 at 8 p.m.
According to David J. Williams,
vice president and manager of
the Tacoma Branch of First
Bank, this will be the opening
attraction on this year's First
Bank Spotlight Series.
The nostalgic trip back to the
big band era features name
leaders like Freddy Martin, Bob
Crosby, Art Mooney, Buddy
Morrow and special guest singer
Margaret Whiting. Clarinetist
Peanuts Hucko, a long time
member of Lawrence Welk's
Band, joins this star-studded
lineup as a guest artist.
Martin, "the man with the
`silvertone' sax," is best
remembered for "Tonight We
Love," "Bumble Boogie,"
"Warsaw Concerto" and "Why
Don't We Do This More Often."
Bob Crosby, known for the
"Dixieland" sound that made his
Bobcats international favorites,
had hits like "Rampart Street
Parade," "Muskrat Ramble" and
the off-beat "Big Noise From
Winnet ka." Super showman
Mooney had "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover" and "Baby
Face," while trombonist Morrow
made "Night Train" a smashing
success.
Featured singer Margaret
Whiting has more than a dozen
million-selling records to her
credit, including "Moonlight in
Vermont" and "Slippin'
Around."
A tribute to Benny
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey,
Harry James, Glen Gray and
other big band stars climaxes the
show.
Tickets for this First Bank
Spotlight Event are available at
all First Bank Branches in
Tacoma, South Tacoma,
Highland Hills, Lakewood,
Puyallup and Sumner or by mail
to First Bank Ticket Office,
1114 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma
98402. For information call
593-3311.

'Songs for Julio'
"Songs for Julia" tickets,
ordinarily on sale for prices
ranging from $2.75 to $4.25, are
available to any UPS person for
just $2. Tickets may .be
purchased in the Music Building
any time.
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career as a recitalist and
professional symphony violinist.
At various points in his
career, Seferian has performed in
the RCA Recording Orchestra,
Columbia Recording Orchestra,
American Opera Society, and
the Symphony of the Air. He
has played under such notable
conductors as Joseph Krips,
Nadia Boulenger, Zubin Mehta,
Leopold S takowski, Arthur
Fiedler, Jose Iturbi, Milton
Katims and Alfredo Antonini.
He has also participated for 10
consecutive years in the Festival
Casals in San Juan, Puerto Rico,
at the invitation of Pablo Casals.
After arriving in Tacoma,
Seferian was the assistant
concert master of the Seattle
Symphony from 1960 to 1967.
As a soloist, he has been
featured with the United States
Marine Band, Bremerton
Symphony, Santa Barbara
Symphony, Sacramento
Symphony, Cascade Symphony,
Western Reserve Symphony and
the Seattle Symphony.
Seferian has also participated
in the Asilomar Institute for
Conductors, provided by a grant
from the Rockefeller
Foundation. He served dually as
concert master from 1966 to
1970.
In 1966 he received the
Steinway and Sons Award for
outstanding musical
contribution to Tacoma and was
awarded the Alumni
Association's Faculty
Recognition award in 1972.
The symphony will perform
the "Roman Festival Overture"
by Berlioz, "First Essay for
Orchestra" by Samuel Barber,
and Shostakowitch's "Symphony
No. 5."
Lear will sing works by
Mozart, Verdi and Richard
Strauss.
Leading soprano of the
Metropolitan Opera, she received
her early education at New York
University, the Juilliard School
of Music, and Hunter College in
New York City.
In 1957 the. young soprano
scored success singing Strauss'
"Fourdast Songs," with the
London Symphony under Sir
Adrian Boult. She came to
international attention when she
triumphed as Berg's "Lulu" at
the Vienna Festival in 1962,
having learned the formidable
role in just three weeks.
Lear is a frequent and
favorite soloist with the New
York Philharmonic, Boston
Symphony, Philadelphia
Orchestra, Vienna Orchestra,
and other major orchestras.
Long famed as a singer of
contemporary music, Evelyn
Lear is emerging as a singer of
enormous range and versatility.

Tacoma Symphony Conductor Edward Seferian

'Mockingbird' captures essense of novel
by John Black
This weekend, Campus Films
is presenting the 1963 film, "To
Kill a Mockingbird." It will be
shown in McIntyre 006 tonight
and tomorrow nights, at 6 and
8:30 p.m.
The film is a portrayal of the
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by
Harper Lee. Many consider it to
be a classic in the category of
the adaption of novels into film.
Just over two hours, the film
re-creates virtually all the themes
and character relationships
which made the book so
popular. The cinema is often
criticized for its condensed
versions of literary favorites. But
"To Kill a Mockingbird"
manages to capture the essence
of the novel's success.
The plot unfolds in a small
town in the South. It deals with
the attempts of a Southern
lawyer to minimize the traits of
hatred and prejudice in the
growing minds of his two young
children. The film's emphasis is
on the juxtaposition of the
prejudiced community with the
maturation of the children.
Though the depiction of racism
is perhaps outdated, the insights
into the minds of the young still
hold considerable effect.
A large part of the film's
moving impact is due to the firm
hands of director Robert
Mulligan, who also directed

Bangkok art on display
A magnificent selection of
the historic sculpture of
Thailand, lent to the Seattle Art
Museum by the National
Museum of Bangkok and six
other museums in Thailand, will
be on view at the museum in
Volunteer Park from now until
October 21.
The project is supported by a
grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts,
Washington, D.C.
This is the first major
exhibition of the art of Thailand
to tour American museums in 11
years and it concentrates on the
art of sculpture spanning 1300
years. The oldest examples date
from the seventh century and of
the 98 pieces in the exhibition,
only one has been seen in
America before.
The exhibition includes
magnificent stone and bronze
religious figures awesome in size;
small intimate pieces in metal,
stone and wood and numbers of
figures and relief sculpture in
terra-cotta and stucco. Charming
figures of donors, dancers and

musicians oiler a pleasing
complement to the ethereal
grandeur and idealized beauty of
the main deities.
His Majesty King Bhumibol
Adulyadej and Her Majesty
Queen Sirikit of Thailand have
graciously consented to act as
patrons of the exhibition. His
Majesty as also agreed to lend,
from his own collection, a
precious bronze image of the
Buddha, wearing a monastic
dress decorated in gold and
seated under a seven-tiered,
jeweled parasol which is part of
the regalia of a crown prince.
New York Times critic John
Ca naday, described this
exhibition as a "beauty" when it
opened at the Asia House
Gallery 's. Writing in Time
Magazine, critic Robert Hughes
praised the "variety and
richness" of the representations
of the Buddha as demonstrated
in this "superb exhibition."
Admission to the exhibition
is free to museum members, $1
for general public, 50 cents for
students, children under 12
admitted free.
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"Summer of 42," "Love With
the Proper Stranger" and "The
Other." Gregory Peck won an
Oscar for his portrayal of the
lawyer, Atticus Finch. The other
adult performers all lend
convincing support.
Director Mulligan's finesse
shows up in the beautiful acting
job by 12-year-old Mary
Badham. Her nomination as best
supporting actress for "To Kill a
Mockingbird" is a record which
is yet to be broken. Because of
Mulligan's skill at working with
youthful non-professionals, Miss
Badham 's "thesping" constitutes
what may be one of the most
outstanding juvenile
performances ever captured on
film.
One of the highlights of "To

Kill a Mockingbird" is the
confrontation between her and
Robert Duvall, remembered for
his role as the lawyer in "The
Godfather."
Although it is a highly
acclaimed cinematic production,
"To Kill a Mockingbird" has
virtually disappeared from local
theatres for the past seven years.
It has been shown on television
with certain portions shortened,
but constant television
commercials always break the
lyrical pacing of the film. This
showing on the UPS campus is a
rare opportunity for lovers of
compelling cinema to see a film
which deserves to be revived in
film festivals, but which hasn't
been able to get the screenings it
so richly deserves.

Inside Theatre announces plays
has
The Inside Theatre
arinounced its line-up for the
1973-74 drama season at UPS.
Providing a fine balance between
the dramatic and the comic, the
format showcases a wide variety
of plays.
"Becket" (October 26, 27;
November 1, 2, 3) starts off the
season. A masterful drama
written by French playwright
Jean Anouilh, it centers on the
love-hate relationship of
Plantagenet King Henry II and
Thomas Becket, Archbishop of
Canterbury.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
play, "The Subject was Roses,"
is next, in December. The
homecoming of a young army
veteran and his new-found
awareness of himself and his
family, provides the dramatic
confrontation here.
Last year the Inside Theatre
mounted a highly successful
touring program which reached
some 5,000 Tacoma children,

ages five to eight. The Theatre
has announced an expanded
program for January 27 - 31.
Also, in answer to many
requests, the theatre is offering
two on-campus matinees on
January 19 and 20.
Also offered on January 25
and 26 is the "Pinter Sketches."
This is a chance to enjoy the
theatrical genius of Harold
Pinter, one of the great
playwrights of our time.
Theatregoers won't want to miss
this witty work.
Hermann Gressieker's fine
play, "Royal Gambit," will be
performed in March. Written
about Henry VIII and his six
wives, the drama transcends
history as certain aspects of our
modern times are revealed
through the erotic and moral
tragi-comedy of Henry's life.
Ben Johnson's lively
Elizabethan comedy,
"Volpone," rounds out this
exciting season.
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University launches new program in American studies
UPSNB—The University of
Puget Sound has launched a new
program in American Studies

which will allow students to
receive a degree in the subject
through a course of study

interdisciplinary in nature, it was
announced recently.
Approved by the Faculty

Safety/Security Office charged
to help students, not control parties
A newly organized UPS
on-campus service is the
Safety/Security Office. Located
in A-Frame A, it provides
24-hours-a-day services to the
campus community.

Maharaj Ji
disciple speaks
at UPS chapel
Mahatma Rajeshwar, a former
high court justice of India and
now a close disciple of Guru
Maharaj Ji, will speak at the UPS
Chapel, Monday, Sept. 24, at 8
p.m. A color documentary film
on the life of the 15-year-old
Perfect Master will also be
shown.
Guru Maharaj Ji is known as a
Perfect Master. There is always
some being which can reveal the
source of perfection within
every human being.
Maharaj Ji's message is very
simple.
Within each living thing there
is a subtle vibration, or energy,
which can be practically
'experienced. He is offering a
vital Knowledge of that inner
life force, call it Truth, energy,
or God.
Guided by the inspiration of
Guru Maharaj Ji, six million
people worldwide, and 50,000 in
the United States are practicing
this meditation, and realizing
that which is common to all
people regardless of race, culture
or education.
Maharaj Ji is currently
touring this country and
speaking to all who are sincerely
desiring to know the aim of their
life. His tour will culminate in a
huge festival to be held in the
Houston Astrodome. The name
of the festival is "Millenium
'73"—the beginning of a
thousand years of peace.

Among its functions are
parking and traffic control,
security of the university
buildings and grounds, lost and
found, and a general beneficial
help to students and staff.
The office will employ
through work-study
approximately 21 students to
serve as persons for patrol and
traffic aid. It is headed by Jim
Guthrie, who served as a
consultant in this field for the
university since February.
Also on the staff is Terry
Finney, who is coordinator of
security, whose duty is mostly
to work with the student
employees; and Cheryl Wion,

secretary.
Another staff addition will be
made soon.
Previously, some of these jobs
were done by the Plant
Department, and other functions
were provided by off-campus
personnel. This new system will
be of more service to the campus
and will also provide
employment for students. The
office's job is not to be a campus
"party control," but to be of as
much assistance in any way
possible.
All of the staff welcomes any
questions. Call extension 3313,
and for emergencies only,
extension 3311.

Senate, the degree program will
offer participants an
opportunity to study the
American experience in all its
diversity, e nable them to
understand their relationship to
our European heritage and
increase their comprehension of
the impact of the minority
experience in this country.
History professor Dr.
Brewster Coulter, who used his
sabbatical leave to plan,
coordinate and design the
program, indicated that
interdisciplinary programs Of
this kind are enjoying increasing
popularity on college campuses
across the nation because they
allow students to explore a
greater number of academic
subjects during four years of
study.
All enrollees in American
Studies will take survey courses
in American literature and U.S.
history. They may then select
studies in an American literature
and history component, a series
combining history, literature and

philosophy or a social
science-sociology component
focusing on American minority
groups.
The final facet of the
program includes seven elective
classes in history, English,
economics, music, political
science, social science and
anthropology.
"An approach of this kind to
a study of our heritage is
essential," Coulter explained. "It
cannot be compartmentalized
into a single subject area because
an understanding of the
development of American
civilization requires an
appreciation of the diverse
elements which contributed to
it."
Other university faculty
Involved in the designing of the
program included Dr. Charles
Frank, associate professor of
English; Dr. Ronald Fields,
associate professor of art; and
Robert Ford, assistant professor
of urban studies.
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Exchange offers
study smorgasbord

-

The Tacoma Learning
Exchange, an alternative
experiment in community-based
education, is now offering a
veritable smorgasbord of
programs, classes and interest
groups, according to Ken Smith,
instructor of urban studies.
The list of fall classes includes
Group Interaction,
Homophobia, Furniture Repair,
Constitutional Law and Current
National Problems, The Woman
Alone, and many others. Persons
wanting to explore interest areas
can choose between Cooperative
Games, Methane Gas Generation
From Sewage, Psychic
Phenomena and others.
The exchange is open to
everyone. There are no age or
other entrance requirements.
Like the Free University, there
are no grades or degrees. The
people of Tacoma are free to
pause, ponder and explore at
their own rate and in their own
way. Learning is the reward.
Anyone interested should
pick up a catalog in the urban
studies offices in Jones Hall
(304). Registration, which began
September 19, will continue
throughout the quarter. Most
classes and interest groups begin
around October 1.
Those who have information
or knowledge they are willing to
share with others in the
community during subsequent
learning quarters, should call the
exchange (383-5555) between 3
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday, and
request an instructor's packet.
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1 Dial Soap
2 Excedrin
3 Active Tooth Polish
4 Flair Pen
5 Dep for Men Shampoo
6 Breath Pleasers
7 Sea & Ski Lipsaver
8 Contac Cold Capsules
9 Trac ll Razor
10 Foamy Shave Cream
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FOR WOMEN

1 Lady Trac II Razor
2 Lemon-Up Shampoo
3 Active Tooth Polish
4 Jean Nate
5 Woolite
6 Midol
7 Contac Cold Capsules
8 Breath Pleasers
9 Aqua Fresh
10 At Least One Bonus Product
11 Tame Balsam & Body Instant Conditioner
12 Playtex Deodorant Tampons

SEMI
FREE!

AT LEAST 10 PRODUCTS
FOR YOU THAT WILL
SAVE YOU MONEY!

HANDY FOR TRAVEL

UPS BOOKSTORE
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Friday, Sept. 21
ASUPS Filing Ends
Campus Flick: "To Kill a Mockingbird," 6 & 8:30
p.m., Mc006
Joe Walsh, Paramount Northwest, Seattle
Tom Kell, Max Peters at Court C, 9 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 22
GREASY PEBBLE football, 1:30 p.m.
Campus Flick: "To Kill a Mockingbird," 6 & 8:30
p.m., Mc006
Mick McCartney, Mike Dumovich, 9 p.m., Court C

Larry Johnson, junior at the UPS School of Music, will
perform his advanced student recital, on the French horn, September
28 at 8 p.m. in Jacobson Hall.

po

Barry Williams, University Church organist and choir director,
announces the formation of a choir for the Sunday morning services
at Kilworth Chapel. All those interested are urged to come to the first
meeting and rehearsal on Monday, October 1, at 7 p.m., in the
Kilworth Lounge.

Sunday, Sept. 23
University Church, Dr. John Magee, 10:30 a.m.,
Kilworth Chapel
"Mott the Hoople," Paramount Northwest, Seattle
"Charismatics and Mystics in Modern Dress," 7
p.m., Kilworth Chapel
Monday, Sept. 24
Happy Birthday, Randy
Guru Maharaj Ji, 8 p.m., UPS Chapel

We still have one or two vacancies for the Vienna Semester
Abroad Program next Spring, 1974. Anyone interested in going, please
call Ext. 3172 or 3173.

Tuesday, Sept. 25
Intersection, Al Smith on "Rumors," noon, Gail
Day Chapel
Student Senate, 6 p.m., Mc106
Campus Flick, "Cab. of Dr. Caligari & Un Chien
Andalou” & 9 p.m., Mc006
Boogie, 9-12 p.m., Great Hall

Any students interested in traveling through Mexico and
Guatemala as part of a Winterim expedition to do field work on active
volcanoes are urged to attend a planning meeting at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 27 in T182. Detailed information as to cost, timing,
purpose, will be given at the meeting.

Wednesday, Sept. 26
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra, 8:30 p.m., Temple
Theatre
Thursday, Sept. 27
Shalom!

There will be an important meeting of all political science
majors and faculty on Monday, Sept. 24, 3:15 p.m. in Mc106. Topics
of discussion will include a charter proposal for the newly founded
Association of Political Science Students, arrangements made for
student representation in departmental affairs, and the upcoming
election of representatives. All political science majors and faculty
members are urged to attend.

Friday, Sept. 28
SPECIAL TRAIL "CONSPECTUS"
Muscular Dystrophy Marathon
Intersection, Pierce Johnson on "The Primitive,"
noon, Gail Day Chapel
IFC Dance
French horn recital, 8:15 p.m., Jacobson Recital/
Hall
Campus Flick: "Adam at Six," 6 & 8 p.m., Mc006
Olympia's Entropy Service, 9 p.m., Court C

r

First ski team meeting will be Tuesday, Sept. 25 at 4 p.m. in
T146. All interested skiers, both alpine and cross country, please
attend this first meeting.

Princeton, N.J.—College seniors preparing to teach school
may take the National Teacher Examinations on any of four different
test dates announced recently by Educational Testing Service, a
nonprofit, educational organization which prepares and administers
the testing program.
New dates for the tests are: November 10, 1973; and January
26, April 6, and July 20, 1974.
Prospective teachers should contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or their colleges, for specific advice on
which examinations to take and on which dates they should be taken.

Registration is now being accepted for the fall semester
accelerated reading class, sponsored by the Counseling and Human
Development Center. The course, designed to improve reading rate,
comprehensiqp, and study techniques, consists of eight Wednesday
evening sessions, 7 to 10 p.m., beginning September 26. A $25 course
fee includes all materials except paper and pencils, Interested students
should register at the Counseling and Human Development Center,
Room 201 SUB, ext 3372.
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Saturday, Sept. 29
Football: UPS at Humboldt State
Campus Flick: "Adam at Six," 6 & 8 p.m., Mc006
"Steely Dan," Paramount Northwest, Seattle
Bob Rohde, Tim McKorney, 9 p.m., Court C
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10 MISC. FOR SALE

old; $400. Call Prof. Langbauer
ext. 3288.

1969 Fiat 124 Sport Coupe.
Excellent Condition. Stereo
Tape. Low Miles. Must Sell.
752-1470.

33 HELP WANTED

Need Math tutor for
Like-new women's five-speed Mathematics 111, L04-3721.
bike. Must sell. $42.50. Call
National Market Research firm
SK2-0372.
interested in hiring responsible
For Sale: Fujica 801 35 mm individuals to make continuous
SLR camera with T.T.L. Cds part-time anonymous shopper
light meter. Includes 1.4/50mm, reports. Ref. and auto required.
3.5/28 mm, 3.5/135mm lenses. Contact Proficiency Specialists,
Cases, filters, etc. Excellent Box 20244, San Diego, CA
condition. Less than one year 92120.

40 SERVICES
Tiny school for 3-year-olds.
Tuesday and Thursday
mornings. North end. 752-1470.
60 NOTICES
Grand Opening Week—Thrift
Center Bingo. 1016 South
"Kay" St. Tues nite Oct. 2, 8
p.m. Thurs afternoon, Oct. 4,
12:30 p.m. Free cake and
cookies. 1 Free Bingo card with
this ad.

98 LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Brown and rusty colored
beaded necklace with 5 round
pieces of antler suspended on it.
It was lost the night the
Fraternities got their pledges.
Please return; it has enormous
sentimental value. Reward.
Contact Louise Rayscher, Ext.
4042.

Have something to sell, trade, or communicate? Your classified ad in
the TRAIL reaches about 4,000 people each week. All this for only
four cents a word. What's more, when you buy one ad, we give you
one more for free. Deadline for each Friday issue, Tuesday noon.
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SAVE 50c ON PROCESSING
LAB AND STORE NO. 17
ANY ROLL OF COLOR FILM
6TH AND PROCTOR
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Cash value 1/20 cent. Limit one coupon per customer

KODACOLOR

Featuring Silk Prints

Developed & Printed
6 Hours
KODACHROME Slide & Movies NORMALLY 1 Day
EKTACHROME Slide & Movies
NORMALLY 2 Days
BLACK & WHITE
Rolls & Reprints
NORMALLY 1 Day
BRING THEM EARLY - GET THEM BACK FAST

BRING ALL YOUR FILM TO US
GAF - KODAK - FUJI- FAMOUS MAKE
TRIPLE PRINT - KING SIZE - SEARS
DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY!
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